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Facilitator’s Guide

ABOUT THIS GUIDE
Welcome!
This document serves as a brief guide to assist facilitators in getting the most out of In the Loop.
We’ve designed this guide to be used in parallel with planning your In the Loop sessions. It
covers some tips and tricks for what to do before, during, and after your session.
Throughout the guide we’ll refer to the In the Loop Instructions Manual and online resources.
The Instructions Manual is provided in each game box, while the online resources are available
on our website: www.intheloopgames.com/facilitatorguide [password protected]. You may also
use the hyperlinks provided in this electronic PDF.
This guide is not intended to be a cover to cover read - we believe you’ll pick and choose
sections relevant for you. However, we do recommend starting with ‘When...To Do What?’
(p. 7) before running your own In the Loop session. Be sure to review the ‘Facilitator Planning
Sheet (p. 8)’, “Agenda & Facilitating Tips’ (p. 11), and ‘Online Videos’ (p. 12) before running
the game with a large group.
Beyond how to run the game, we’ve included some background information about serious
games as well as the topics addressed in the game (see ‘Getting Started’ (p. 2-5)).
Finally, some additional tools and posters are provided in the ‘Game Day Content & Tools’
section (p.10-15). You may find them beneficial to include in your session.
Let’s go make your most memorable session yet!
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Getting Started

IN THE LOOP: WHAT IT IS...AND ISN’T
Using game-based learning techniques, In the Loop has
been designed to spark discussion about today’s society
and illustrate the need for systems thinking when addressing
environmental, economic, social, and technological issues.
Players confront and explore materials they carry around
every day in their pocket - but most likely have never heard
outside of a chemistry classroom.
The game emphasizes concepts behind material criticality,
resource use, and about systems thinking, rather than
specific materials knowledge. In this way, the topics of
material scarcity and critically become tangible and
lend players to reflect on resource production, usage,
and disposal. By raising questions about the finiteness
of resources from an economical standpoint, In the Loop
suggests keeping valuable materials in a looped, rather
than linear, life cycle.

Using Serious Games

Studies have shown serious games can be extremely useful
in engaging participants and are valuable learning tools.
They allow trial and error and can illustrate complex topics. Tabletop games can break down barriers between
participants and encourage discussion.
Serious games are comparable to other story telling tools. While they do leave lasting impressions on participants
even if played standalone, there is much more value in after play reflection led by a facilitator who connects it
to his or her own message. A reflection afterwards by the facilitator can also assist the participants in drawing
conclusions. For some inspiration, see Reflection Questions (p. 15).

Games as Models

In the Loop allows players a simplified perspective of product supply chains and lifecycles. Various scenarios are
imparted on players to which they must react. The context in which play occurs is often called the ‘game world’. In
the Loop’s ‘game world’ can be viewed as a simplified model of what happens in the present day ‘real world.’
Serious games are often simplified models of the ‘real world’. Too much ‘real world’ complexity inhibits
engagement and bares understanding. Complexity and detail is a balance in design of serious games. Reflection
on the reality of the ‘game world’ versus the ‘real world’ is an important aspect of the facilitator’s role and enables
participants to draw accurate conclusions. See comparisons for In the Loop in Game World vs. Real World (p. 5).

FACILITATOR RESPONSIBILITES
What comprises the role of an In the Loop facilitator? We’ve made a list of what inspiring facilitators do:
•
•
•
•
•

Provide some background information
Ensure the game runs smoothly (while giving participants freedom to figure out things themselves)
Link the game world to the real world during play through concrete examples as needed
Lead reflection of the game to connect the game to your message
Assist participants in drawing conclusions from the game
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ABOUT CRITICAL MATERIALS
The graphic ‘Periodic Table of Critical Elements’
(p. 14) depicts the Periodic Table of Elements and
highlights elements which have been listed as critical.
It illustrates that what is deemed as a ‘critical’ element
varies from country to country, as for example, both
the US and Canada have deemed Nickel as critical,
while the other countries listed have not.

Over the past few years, many countries and
organizations have grown increasingly concerned
about access to resources. One of the first was Japan,
with ‘Guidelines for Securing Natural Resources,’
closely followed by the European Commission’s
‘Raw Materials Initiative.’ Both of these addressed
supporting and securing access to resources. Since
then, many countries, including the United States as
well as individual European countries (such England)
have published analyses, reviews and strategies for
securing resources.

Materials in the game

The game focus on twelve materials found in the
Periodic Table of Elements. All were deemed critical
raw materials by the European Commission in 2010.
Since then, the list has been updated (as it is every
four years) to a total of 20 materials. Only Tantalum
no longer appears on the revised listed due to lower
supply risk.

Many terms to describe the phenomena surrounding
concern for supply of resources exist. Definitions and
quantifications of which materials are deemed as
‘critical’ is highly dependent on the study-conducting
body.

Additionally, the online materials library (in
partnership with Granta Design) brings a North
American perspective with inclusion of the US
Department of Energy’s list.

Determining critical materials

In quantifying which materials are at a greater
risk, countries/organizations have selected criteria
to rank materials. Because of differences in when
the studies were undertaken (such as time) as
well as country geography, different criteria and
resulting materials lists exist. For example, while
the European Commission’s first ad hoc working
group identified fourteen raw materials critical to a
vast number of European technologies, the United
States, for example, focused mainly on clean energy
technologies and shortlisted eleven.

However, as said before, the concept of what is critical
is highly subjective and varies depending on context.
Therefore, it is more important in our view, to study
the phenomenon from an abstract perspective so that
it can be applied in many contexts, rather than worry
about about materials and whether or not they are or
are not on a specific list.

There are different possible criteria for defining a
material as critical. The EU, for example, has selected
three:
• Supply risk – Supply risk of materials were
assessed by looking at concentration of supply
(such as with the Herfindahl–Hirschman index
(HHI) supply diversity indicator); political
stability (such as world governance indicators);
substitutability; recycling rate
• Environmental risk – This risk was quantified
using the environmental performance index of
producing countries
• Economic importance – This accounted for the
value added of the material’s end use sectors

What’s in a list?
Dutch researchers found materials on
a country’s official critical materials list
might not even be relevant to companies
in that country (Peck et al. 2015). For
example, a US furniture company whose
main material resource is wood might
not find the US list relevant as it contains
mostly metals related to technology
production. Therefore, companies may
even have their own list of materials they
deem critical.
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REAL WORLD VS. GAME WORLD
In In the Loop: What It Is...And Isn’t (p. 3) we discussed games as simplified models. Here we list
some concepts in the game that have been simplified as compared to reality:

Game World

Real World
For most materials, multiple countries produce these
materials (or have access to reserves). The countries in
the game were the largest producers of the respective
material (at time of publication).

One producing country of each material

The game only highlights some of the necessary
materials required for production (at time of
publication). Changes in product design can influence
which materials are needed for its production. One
example is the technological change between CFLs and
LED lighting.

Two to three materials needed to produce a product

Reserves are usually accessed on the basis of demand.

Limited access to material reserves

While price volatility is a concern for most of these
materials, not all of these materials are close to the
same price.

Mining cost of material varies by roll of dice

Many of these materials have low recyclability or
substitutability rates which means they are either hard
to recover from products or are crucial for a product’s
functionality. (See Graedel et al. 2013)

Easy to recycle, substitute, and redesign products

Access to materials limited by lack of (demand) for
extraction more so than extreme unavailability

Limited number of material tokens in reserves

Simplified supply chain and exclusion of energy

Products have more complex supply chains and require
energy (which has been omitted from the game to
reduce complexity).

Easy to apply strategies

Companies cannot change business models overnight;
the reality is much more complex than the game
suggests.

Easy to ‘go circular’

Reverse logistics (getting products back) and ownership
issues are just some of the challenges with closing
resource loops.
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Pre-Game Planning Guidelines

WHEN...TO DO WHAT?
1-2 MONTHS OUT
• Select a time and place.

• Recruit co-facilitators as needed.

• Think about the goal(s) of your session.

• Explore this guide and the game manual.

• Start sketching out your session using the
Facilitator Planning Sheet (p. 8).

• Play the game yourself (optional).

2-3 WEEKS OUT
• Invite participants.
• Prepare the agenda using the Agenda
Template (p. 11).
• Review game rules and concepts in the
game Instructions Manual and Facilitating
Tips (p. 11).

• Prepare and practice your introduction
and any associated presentation material
you plan to use.
• Connect with co-facilitators and discuss
roles.

1-3 DAYS OUT
• Print the agenda, accompanying
worksheets, posters, and any additional
material you plan to use from the Game
Day Content & Tools (p. 10-15).

• Review the Checklist (p. 9).

• Download the Events Presentation Deck
(p. 13).

• Check-in with co-facilitators or other
help.

• If possible, check the room
arrangements and test A/V equipment.

• Review the Facilitator’s Role (p. 3) and
Facilitating Tips (p. 11).

GAME DAY & AFTER
• Set-up the game according to the In the
Loop game manual, using the Facilitating
Tips (p. 11).

• Send the Follow-up Survey (p. 17) and
any other follow-up course work to
participants.

• Conduct the workshop according to your
agenda and keep in mind the Facilitating
Tips (p. 11)

• Complete the Facilitator’s Survey (p. 17)
to share your experience with us.
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FACILITATOR PLANNING SHEET
Why do you want others to play In the Loop?

How long do you have for the session? Running time is around 90 minutes, including adequate introduction,
playing, and reflection time.
____

Hour(s)

What additional materials in this guide (p. 10-11) or elsewhere might you use during the session?
____

Slides		

____

Videos		

____

____

Other: __________________________

Props		

____

Apps		

How many games will you use? Who will be playing, and will you have them play in teams or individually? We
suggest 2-6 individual players per game. Or, you can create teams of two players to get up to 12 players per
game, etc. If using multiple games at a time, we recommend using the Events Presentation Deck (p. 13).
_____ Games 		

____

Players Per Game

If playing in teams, will you impose a time limit for each team’s turn? We suggest a time limit, usually one minute,
for teams on each turn to help keep the game moving. Sand timers are a great way for participants to keep track
of the time limit.
____

Time Limit

____

No Time Limit

How much of the game will be set up in advance? For example, you could arrange the Global Resources Board
(and its material tokens), the product cards and the strategies cards before the participants arrive. Then, once they
arrive you have them set-up their companies while finishing the remainder of the set-up (i.e. counting 6,000 money
units for themselves, getting their company board, etc.). See Online Videos (p. 12) for setup instructions.
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CHECKLIST
For Facilitator:
Links to introduction videos (found under Online Videos p. 12)
Timer for events (set approximately for every 5 minutes)
Events Presentation Deck (p. 13) (if running multiple games at the same time) (OPTIONAL)
A/V connectors for introduction videos
Speakers for introduction videos

For Participants:
Timing device for keeping track of ‘turn time limit’ (if playing in pairs) (OPTIONAL)
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Game Day Content & Tools

AGENDA TEMPLATE & FACILITATING TIPS
Get organized and stay on top of the facilitation with an agenda
template and top tips for before and during gameplay. Keep these
handy during gameday!

FACILITATOR’S AGENDA
Agenda template with suggested workshop flow and
timings.
Adjust accordingly to your session goals.
Print 1 per facilitator
Click here to download .doc file (editable)

FACILITATING TIPS
For setting up the game:
• Remove the event cards from the game boxes if you are using the Events Presentation Deck (p.12).
• Remove two material tokens of each material type if there are less than four players (or teams) per game.
See ‘Filling the Mines’ (Game Instructions Manual, p. 2) for more information.
• Top tip! If you have already set-up the game, only place the Laminated Sheet out for each group - do not
place the Instructions Manual out. (The Instructions Manual is relevant mostly only to set-up so provide it
on request to limit information overload.)
For explaining the game:
• Use the videos on In the Loop’s YouTube Channel to introduce the group to the objective and how to play.
See Online Videos (p. 12).
While the game is being played:
• Keep track of the timing of events for all groups (usually one new event every 5 minutes, with each event
lasting 10 minutes). Top tip! Vary the length of time between events depending on the pace and energy of
the group.
• Link the action happening in the game to real world examples when possible and as you see fit.
• Take an observational role to encourage participants to figure out the game for themselves.
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ONLINE VIDEOS
Need some help introducing the game objective, set-up and how to
play? We’ve got you covered. These videos are a substitute for the
Game Instructions Manual and have been specifically designed for
explaining the game to large groups.

STEP 1: GENERAL SET-UP
Details the set-up of the communal board components.
(While it is not necessary to play this video for participants
if you have pre-setup the game for them, we still like to play
this video to help them become acquainted with the game
components.)
Use in beginning of session
URL: https://youtu.be/VwL8NHXGLko

STEP 2: COMPANY SET-UP
Details what each player receives during set-up and how
to prepare the companies.
Use in beginning of session
URL: https://youtu.be/MqQbGuwgXT0

STEP 3: OBJECTIVE
Introduction to the purpose of the game.
Use in beginning of session
URL: https://youtu.be/Tc5AMw5dEZ8

STEP 4: HOW TO PLAY
Step-by-step explanation to playing the game. Refer
to the Laminated Instructions Sheet and Player Action
cards for reminders during gameplay.
Use in beginning of session
URL: https://youtu.be/7hcuJFkAIjU
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EVENTS PRESENTATION DECK
When running multiple games at a time, many find it useful to
replace the Event cards included in each game with the Events
Presentation Deck. This standardizes events across the entire
participant group, which lends to easier group reflection.

EVENTS PRESENTATION
The Event cards digitalized. Move the presentation one
sheet forward every five or so minutes during gameplay. Each event lasts 10 minutes.
Not intended for print
Click here to download PDF (non-editable)
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GRAPHICS & HANDOUTS
Deepen participant’s knowledge of the subject matter with these
graphics. Use them in a presentation or print them as posters to hang
in the room to set the mood!

Periodic Table of Critical Elements
Illustration of the subjectivity of the definition ‘critical’.
Note: This graphic only depicts the elements that
appear on selected country lists. Therefore, nonelement materials do not appear.
Use in presentation or print 1-2 for session room
Click here to download PDF (non-editable)

Ways to Avoid Resource Waste
Visualization of In the Loop’s circular strategies.
Use in presentation or print 1-2 for session room
Click here to download PDF (non-editable)
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REFLECTION QUESTIONS
The after game play part of the session is crucial for processing the
experiences and action of the game. We’ve compiled a list of our
favorite questions to help you structure your own reflection session.
Adapt and adjust these questions or add your own to your sessions’
specific goals. Depending on the time allocated for your wrap-up, we
recommend asking around 2-10 questions.
Ways to organize your reflection session include:
• Leading the entire participant group in a reflection discussion
• Dividing participants into groups for parallel reflection
discussions
• Asking participants to submit written reflections after the session
• Performing the Wall of Reflections exercise

Facilitator’s Questions Sheet

Wall of Reflections Worksheet

These questions span quite a large breadth to
sample the types of questions you can raise in
regards to the game. Adapt and select for your
application of the game as you see fit.

An after game exercise can be a fun way to
continue engaging participants. Instructions found
in Facilitator’s Agenda (p. 11).

Adjust accordingly to your session goals.
Print 1 per facilitator
Click here to download .doc file (editable)

Print one per participant
Click here to download PDF (non-editable)
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SURVEYS & THANK YOU
Congratulations! You’ve run your first session of In the Loop.
How did it go?
We want to hear from both you and your participants.
Below are two surveys, one for you, and one for them.
We recommending sending the link for the Participant’s
Survey to participants after the session.
We hope you found this guide useful. We invite you to use
the Facilitator’s Survey to provide feedback about your
experience. Thank you, and it’s been fun getting you in
the loop.
Happy continued playing!

Participant’s Post Session Survey

Facilitator’s Post Session Survey

Complete online
URL: http://bit.ly/21m2w0v

Complete online
URL: http://bit.ly/1RbJBzx
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